Michael A. Greenberg -BIO
Experienced multinational CEO / Entrepreneurial leader recognized for EBITDA growth, revenue acceleration,
organizational skills, lean manufacturing, innovation, and delivering margin enhancement. Focus to achieve
measurable profitability and success. Known for providing new ways to think about a company's current and
future
outlook. Effective at implementing organizational change to achieve a company's full potential.
uniquely trained leader that has made a step change in the EBITDA in every assignment under his charge
Skills:
Business Development, International Sales Strategies, Partnership Building, Strategic Visionary, Profit & Loss
Responsibility, Forecasting, Marketing Leadership, Product Design & Development, Supply Chain Logistics,
Inventory Management, Manufacturing Processes, Mass Production, QA/QC, Product Cost Analysis,
Licensing, Patent Holder.
More than 30 years’ experience with P&L responsibility, Greenberg successfully helped grow his family
business Shelcore Toys starting in 1978. After selling Shelcore in 2005, he was appointed CEO of Matrix
Holdings LTD, a Hong Kong based public toy / consumer product company for which he drove the production
of 1.5 million products per day and was responsible for consistent annual sales growth Set up over 60
Shelcore branded retail stores throughout China from ground up. Grew sales from $90 million – near $300
million, while increasing stock value.
Greenberg founded PlayWow in 2010 with a vision to create and market a truly unique line of children's
products. Year one built an international distribution network that has resulted in product placement in more
than 65 countries. Launched "Made with Love Foundation", where a portion of profits are given to under
privilege children worldwide. In just two and a half years, PlayWow went from a startup to one of the fastest
growing brands in the toy industry, with sales over $7 million.
After selling PlayWow Greenberg started a successful sales & marketing company in 2013, specializing in
end-to-end strategic business support. He has since advised a wide range of consumer brands, including
Memento, Mattel,
Dorel, Emerson, Goodyear, Briarpatch, as well as small startups such as Cognitoys as which in two short
years has become a major player in the world of Artificial Intelligence and Speech Recognition in the consumer
product
industry.
Greenberg volunteers his time since 2016 as a coach, judge, mentor at the NYU Stern School of Business W.
R. Berkley Innovation Labs for Entrepreneurs.
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OUR
OBJECTIVE
We consistently strive to deliver
cost effective and agile new
solutions on the product
development, sales, and
marketing front, with a goal to
increase our client’s growth &
margin. For many early-stage
companies and startups, BNMD
serves as your partner to help
performance, results, and profit.
We Help Clients Define Innovative
Products By Spotting
Opportunities In Unmet Customer
Needs,
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OUR
STRATEGY
A key to our success is to be handson to managing a client’s business
and delivering meaningful
results.Our impact is immediate
and dramatic on delivers
quantifiable results on several
fronts, including customer
satisfaction, revenue growth, cost
to operate, and employee
engagement. We clearly define the
deliverable journey from beginning
to end.
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OUR APROACH
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Our impact is immediate and dramatic on delivers quantifiable results on several fronts,
including customer satisfaction, revenue growth, cost to operate, and employee engagement.
We clearly define the deliverable journey from beginning to end.
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